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Important Notice for Members of reMEmber
To ensure our records are up to date please let us know your current email
address by sending it to me_cfs@hotmail.com. This will of course not be
revealed to anybody else.
Subscriptions and donations
Annual subscriptions are due from 1st May 2022
At the present time Pay Pal is not accepting subscriptions and donations to
reMEmber. Until this problem is resolved please see the Home Page of our
website for other methods of payment. Or page 22 of this Newsletter.
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News Round Up by Bill Kent

Charles Taylor

and Al have kept in touch with us ever since. In
her card at Christmas Sheila informed us that Al
had received two Astra-Zeneca jabs against
Covid and had suffered no ill effects, but had
been adversely affected by the booster which was
Moderna. We have received varying reports from
other members about the vaccinations. Some
have experienced side effects and others not.
Sheila is over eighty but tells us she leads a very
active life still, including riding, and goes shopping
once a week at 7 am. And she still paints, particularly pictures of horses. Activity within your limits
is good for mind, body and spirit.

It is with great sadness that we report the death of
our trustee and legal adviser, Charles Taylor.
Charles was a barrister. He became a trustee of
reMEmber in November 2000. In 2013 he retired as
a barrister but continued to do legal work, for example when he successfully defended Dr Sarah Myhill
against the General Medical Council, as he reported
in our online Newsletter last summer. Over the
years Charles gave us a lot of helpful advice and
guidance, and he will be greatly missed. See also
the obituary on page 21.
Lovely to hear from you

We are always pleased to hear from our members. Let us know what you have been doing and
we will be pleased to report it in the Newsletter.

We hope you all had an enjoyable Christmas, and
that the new year has got off to a good start for you.
It was good to receive Christmas cards and greetings from so many of you, some with news of how
things have been for you in the past year. People
like Philip Bedingham who has been with reMEmber for more than twenty years. Philip has written to
us about a very good occupational therapist who
works in a GP surgery in Haywards Heath, and who
understands CFS/ME. See his article on page 17.

Looking forward
By the time you read this Newsletter the winter,
with its damaging storms, snow, floods etc will be
behind us and we will be looking forward to much
better things in the spring and summer. We can
be cautiously optimistic that the worst of the pandemic has passed, and although the latest variant
seems to spread more easily, its effects in most
cases are much less severe. So as well as the
better weather we have the Platinum Jubilee to
look forward to. Will things gradually return to normal? There are indications that some people will
be very cautious, understandably, and will try to
avoid crowds, for example. Others may choose to
continue wearing face masks in shops and other
crowded places. And others may, of course, throw
caution to the wind. Let us hope, though, for a really good summer and that Covid-19 will be conquered.

Among others we have heard from Mark and Ann
who live in Chesterfield but visit Bognor several
times a year and have always tried to fit their visits
to our sessions at Dove Lodge in Littlehampton. On
occasion they brought their little grand-daughter,
Serena, with them.
We were delighted to hear from Sally Dench, another of our long-term members. You may remember
Sally wrote in our Summer 2020 issue about downland flowers which she and her partner, Keith, observed when out for their walks on or near the
Downs. Sally and Keith were married last Autumn
and we wish them every happiness together. They
also have a family now in the form of two mischievous kittens!

The NICE Guideline and subsequent developments
We outlined the new NICE Guideline on CFS/ME
in our Winter Newsletter. In this issue there is
more detail on pages eight and nine in an information paper for doctors prepared by Dr Nina

We also received news from Sheila Winter in Crowborough. Sheila came on our self- management
course at Tonbridge some years ago with her
daughter Alison, who is the person with ME. Sheila
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Muirhead. You will also find there a request for information from ME patients about doctors who
have been helpful to them. Please respond to that
request setting out your experience and what was
helpful to you.

tified in a national network of CFS/ME services
which would be centres of excellence. But there
isn’t much time, and we are concerned that the existing services may simply carry on as they are but
without CBT or GET. Or something less than suitable may be imposed from above. We believe that
to prevent this the ME charities (now grouped together in Forward-ME) should engage with the
NHS to press for the necessary changes. We are
working on this urgently.

As we explained in our last issue, the new Guideline provides that Graded Exercise Therapy (GET)
should not be used for ME patients, that Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy (CBT) should not be used as
a treatment for ME (although it may be offered to
ME patients for any psychological problems they
may have) and that the Lightning Process, or any
therapy based on it, should NOT be used. However, there is a lot of excellent, positive information
about the way patients should be treated with compassion, understanding, safety and to the highest
standard.

We are also working with Dr Nina Muirhead of
Doctors with ME to produce guidance on implementing the NICE Guideline and a specification for
a CFS/ME service.

It is now important that doctors and other
healthcare professionals know exactly what to do.
In our experience many GPs have a better understanding of CFS/ME now than they had a few
years ago but they are often unable to offer any
help, other than referring the patient to a CFS/ME
clinic or, possibly a consultant. But there are very
few consultants who are knowledgeable about ME,
and there are shortcomings in the CFS/ME services which we have highlighted before; we do so
again in the paragraph below. As one GP said to
us “If I refer a patient to the CFS/ME service, they
will attend a course which may or may not be helpful to them and are then referred back to me. They
are still ill – what am I to do?”
The ME/CFS services in the NHS - problems
There is not comprehensive coverage. Services
were set up from 2004 but some places have never had one. In other places there was once a service which has now closed down.

Forward-ME, ME Awareness Week and reMEmber conference
There have been several Zoom meetings under
the new chairman, Andrew Morris. The minutes of
the meetings are published on the Forward-ME
website (www.forward-me.co.uk).

There has been no national review of these services. Now would be an excellent opportunity. We
would like to see clinics with an expert consultant
who would see all patients referred to the service,
and who could prescribe medicines, backed up by
a small team of experts eg occupational therapist,
community nurse.

At the meeting in January we discussed the possibility of a national demonstration on or around National ME Awareness Day (12th May). We at reMEmber expressed our support, and Janice added
that it needs to be striking and positive – rather like
the annual Pride Parade in Brighton. People are
more likely to be impressed by colourful, happy
events than by sombre ones. It was also agreed
that demos are only effective if they receive good
publicity and are reported in the media.

Deficiencies in the existing services have been
highlighted in several studies. For example, patients are not seen early enough, there is a high
rate of misdiagnosis by GPs, most centres have no
domiciliary service for the severely affected, and
none has an in-patient facility or provision for children with ME.

reMEmber hopes to hold a Zoom conference in
May, similar to the one we held in November 2020.
We have provisionally marked Saturday 14th May
or 21 May for that event, and Dr Charles Shepherd
has said he is available. Please watch out for confirmation of the date and other information about
the conference.

You can find more detail about these comments on
the CFS/ME services in our Autumn 2021 Newsletter which is still accessible on our website.
Urgent action needed
The problems we have highlighted need to be rec5

in South Africa where they have identified microscopic “debris” circulating in the bloodstream of
long covid and ME patients. This was successfully
filtered out with sessions of apheresis. He looks forward to Dr Jaeger’s results appearing in the medical literature, including scientifically objective
measures of improvement. This, he says, should
result in HELP apheresis being adopted universally
as standard treatment for ME/CFS and long covid.

ME/CFS and Covid 19
Another point raised at that Forward-ME meeting
was whether “Long Covid” and ME/CFS are the
same thing. Dr Charles Shepherd explained that
the two conditions are not exactly the same. Some
long covid people have organic disorder; the heart,
lungs etc may be affected. But about 25% of them
have symptoms identical to ME/CFS. Research
into this subject is being done at Oxford and also in
Germany.

Dr Willy Weir is a consultant physician and medical
adviser to reMEmber. See also page 20 for his advice on medicines to help with the symptoms of ME
and long covid.

Research – the pathology of ME/CFS
Mention of research in Germany brings us neatly
to an appraisal by Dr Willy Weir of work being
done there by Dr Beate Jaeger. Dr Weir went to
Mulheim to meet Dr Jaeger and her team who are
researching the pathology of ME/CFS. As Willy
says, it is axiomatic that without a recognisable
cause, effective treatment for any disease is not
possible. At one time there was no treatment for
many serious diseases until first bacteria and then
viruses were identified. This led to the development of antibiotics and anti-virals, and so to the
cure, and, in some cases, eradication of these diseases.

Dr Willy Weir

Dr Weir says he was greatly impressed that Dr
Jaeger and her team had identified one of the major pathological components of ME/CFS. Her interest had started with long covid, particularly the tendency for long covid patients to develop blood
clots. There was a possibility that these clots were
obstructing blood flow in the capillaries – the finer
blood vessels of the body. Reduced blood flow had
long been suspected as the cause of many features of ME/CFS, and some years ago radiological
studies in ME/CFS patients had shown evidence of
reduced blood flow to the brain stem. Now the
brain stem is the part of the brain that governs
functions such as blood pressure, heart rate and
respiration rate. So long covid and ME/CFS appear to have a lot in common, and logically elimination of these “micro” blood clots should be of
benefit to both groups of patients.

The Scandinavian experience
Before we leave the subject of Covid-19, let’s touch
briefly on how well control of that illness has been
handled, and whether we can learn much from the
experience of other countries. It is often said that
countries like Denmark and Sweden have achieved
better results than us whilst using a much lighter
touch. Writing as “MD” in Private Eye, Dr Phil Hammond says, “Nordic countries have done well in this
pandemic. Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and
Sweden have all suffered far fewer excess deaths
over two years than the UK, with far fewer laws,
curfews, large fines, scary adverts or masks on
schoolkids.
This ‘Nordic advantage’ has many factors. The UK
is a busier international transport hub, with higher
levels of health inequality and many more high risk
covid patients in overcrowded living conditions. Our
excess deaths and health service pressures were
always going to be greater.

Dr Jaeger decided to adapt a treatment named
HELP apheresis. This treatment has been used
since the 1980s to remove excess lipid from the
blood of patients with coronary artery disease. She
modified the treatment to enable removal of
“microclots” from the circulation of long covid patients. So far this approach has been very successful and she has now started treating ME/CFS
patients successfully in this way too.

In Nordic countries levels of trust in political leadership are higher, and the state has a good track record in public health policy. They have long outperformed the UK on behavioural risk factors associated with poor health (smoking, alcohol, obesity, lack
of exercise) and have a good blend of encouraging
individual responsibility for health combined with
collective state action when needed……Their
health and care systems are more joined up, better
funded from higher taxes, and committed to preven-

Of course it is possible that long covid and ME/
CFS may be attributable to other causes, at any
rate in some cases, but Dr Jaeger’s work appears
to be an excellent first step towards a cure for
many patients.
In his report Dr Weir also refers to work being done
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tion and healthy living. Unsurprisingly, their life expectancy was higher than the UK’s well before the
pandemic started”.

pect of life for people who develop it – and their
families. ME/CFS is a condition defined by a specific pattern of symptoms which arise due to
dysregulated responses in different body systems,
including the Immune System, the Nervous Symptom and the Endocrine (hormone) System”

A good discussion point.
Phil Hammond - MD Private Eye

“BACME is a charitable organisation currently supporting around 200 professionals involved in the
delivery of care to people with ME/CFS and primary fatigue conditions. This support now extends to
professionals providing care to people with PostCovid-19 Syndrome (also known as Long Covid)
where fatigue can be a significant factor”
Stamps to help ME people
Although fewer postage stamps are used these
days they are still of value to help good causes.
Please send your used stamps to the ME Association, PO Box 16992, Sutton Coldfield, B73 9YA.
Also in this issue
The similarity between the “Russian Flu” of the late
nineteenth century and Covid-19 (pages 8 and 9),
An explanation by Dr Nina Muirhead of the new
NICE Guideline, to help doctors; and a request for
information about doctors whom ME people have
found particularly helpful (pages 10 and 11),
“Berlin Cures” – the role of autoantibodies in illnesses like ME, and possible treatment (pages 12
and 13),

Changes to ME/CFS Organisations
Merger; AFME and the ME Trust

“More Ideology than Science” – a rebuttal of an
article in the Lancet which had claimed that the
new NICE Guideline is flawed because it does not
recommend GET or CBT (pages 14 to 16),

The ME Trust, which provides healthcare services
including doctor, physio, chaplaincy and counselling for people with ME/CFS, merged with Action
for ME (AFME) on 1st February 2022. The merged
organisation continues to be known as AFME with
Sonya Chowdhury remaining as CEO. Helen Winning, formerly CEO of the ME Trust, becomes AFME’s Director of Healthcare Services. You can find
more
information
on
AFME’s
website,
www.actionforme.org.uk

Philip Bedingham of reMEmber, who had to give
up his nursing career because of ME, discusses
reasons to be cheerful in spite of the coronavirus
pandemic (page 17),
News from Cyprus – Stephanie and Ray Traynor,
reMEmber’s ace fund raisers, tell us about their
new life on the sunny Mediterranean island Cyprus
(pages 18 and 19),

BACME
BACME, the organisation for professionals involved
in the care of ME/CFS patients, is changing its
name to the British Association of Clinicians in ME/
CFS. The acronym BACME remains. They have
recently received a National Lottery grant towards
the cost of developing a new website.

Over-the-counter and prescription treatments that
can help people with ME, by Dr Willy Weir, reMEmber’s medical adviser (page 20). This was in
the last issue but it is sound advice so we have repeated it in this edition.

In their press release about the Lottery grant BACME says, “ME/CFS is a complex multi-system condition which has a significant impact on every as-

Obituary – Charles Taylor (page 21)
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Was the Russian flu a ‘coronavirus’?
Was the Russian flu a ‘coronavirus’? What the 1890s
pandemic tells us about how Covid might end. There are
some striking similarities between this virus and its 19th
century ancestor – perhaps lessons from the past can
show us our future. By Mark Honigsbaum, Medical Historian 13 January 2022

The parallels are striking. So, if the Russian flu was
caused by a coronavirus, what might that pandemic tell
us about the likely evolution of Covid-19, and what can
we learn from the Victorian experience of living with repeated waves in an era before vaccines and antiviral
drugs?

Much like Covid-19, hospitals were struggling to cope
with a surge of cases. The fourth wave of the pandemic,
like the three that preceded it, was marked by a dry
cough, an intense headache and what one medical correspondent described as “a feverish malaise”. Soon, both
the Prime Minister and the leader of the opposition were
confined to their sickbeds and London hospitals were
struggling to cope.

Intriguingly, the Russian flu was preceded by catastrophic outbreaks of a highly infectious respiratory disease in cattle. These led to repeated culling between
1870 and 1890, as farmers sought to prevent the contamination of milk supplies. In an era before refrigeration
and pasteurisation, the only way to supply growing urban populations with fresh milk was by bringing cows to
city centres – a plausible root for the interspecies transmission of BCoV, or the bovine coronavirus. Thanks to
some nifty molecular detective work by Belgian virologist
Dr Marc Van Ranst at Leuven University, we know this is
closely related to the human coronavirus OC43 with
which it shared a common ancestor in around 1890 –
suggesting that this is when it probably first jumped from
cattle to humans. The date coincides with the first reports of the Russian influenza.

The disease felled burly policemen and Bank of England
clerks. At a wedding party attended by 100 guests, it was
reported that all but three had fallen ill.
You could be forgiven for thinking this is a description of
the latest Omicron strain of Covid-19. In fact, it details the
severe wave of illness that swept London during the
“Russian influenza” pandemic of the 1890s. The socalled influenza was blamed on Russia because the first
reported outbreak occurred in St Petersburg in November 1889. But though some of the symptoms, such as
fever, chills and aches, were consistent with flu, an increasing number of scientists believe the Russian flu
may have actually been due to a bovine coronavirus.

Four million people in England and Wales were ill during
the first wave in the winter of 1889-90, with a recorded
27,000 excess deaths from respiratory diseases Credit:
World History Archive / TopFoto

As with Omicron, the majority of infections were mild. But
approximately one in a hundred cases resulted in severe
illness or death, particularly for those with pre-existing
health conditions. Many complained of “a hard, dry cough
of a paroxysmal kind, worst at night”.

At a time when most medics subscribed to miasma theory – the idea that diseases were the result of poisonous
exhalations from the earth carried on the wind – little
consideration was given to social distancing or masks.
Instead, doctors emphasised the importance of bed rest
and a positive state of mind, lest fear become the
“mother of infection”.

Whereas influenza tends to be most fatal to infants and
the elderly, with a graph of mortality by age tracing a Ushape, in the case of the Russian flu the mortality curve
was J-shaped, reflecting the rising mortality in the over60s. In other words, similar to Covid.

The Lancet medical journal even went as far as to blame
“dread of the epidemic” on the worldwide telegraphic
network which, in 1889, had enabled Reuters correspondents to transmit news of the pandemic from St
Petersburg well ahead of domestic outbreaks.

Russian flu was also associated with inflammatory conditions and fatigue reminiscent of long Covid. Sir Morrell
Mackenzie, a Victorian throat specialist, noted that the
influenza had a propensity to “run up and down the nervous keyboard stirring up disorder and pain in different
parts of the body with what almost seems malicious caprice”. Marked neurological symptoms included intense
headaches and shooting pains, as well as a loss of taste
and smell.

Satirical magazine Punch warned: “If you sit all day in
your great coat, muffled up to the eyes in a woollen
comforter and with your feet in constantly replenished
mustard and hot water, as you propose, you will certainly be prepared, when it makes its appearance, to encounter the attack of the Russian Epidemic Influenza,
that you so much dread.”
Despite this, there was wide agreement that the infection could cause lung inflammation and that it was imperative to avoid relapses. Those who ignored this advice risked bronchitis and pneumonia. Indeed, one of the
most prominent victims was the Duke of Clarence,
Queen Victoria’s 28-year-old grandson and the secondin-line to the throne, who died of pneumonic complications from Russian flu in January 1892. His death coincided with Rudyard Kipling’s marriage at All Souls
Church, Marylebone – a ceremony, which Kipling recorded, took place “in the thick of an influenza epidemic,
when the undertakers had run out of black horses and

Four million people in England and Wales were ill during
the first wave in the winter of 1889-90, with a recorded
27,000 excess deaths from respiratory diseases. In
spring 1891, there was a second, more severe wave,
which accounted for nearly 58,000 excess deaths. The
winter of 1892 saw a third wave, marked by a further
25,000 deaths. Taking into account a revival in 1893, and
the fourth wave in 1895, it was estimated that at least
125,000 Britons had perished.
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Honigsbaum is a regular contributor to The Observer
and The Lancet. He is the author of five books. The
most recent, The Pandemic Century: One Hundred
Years of Panic, Hysteria and Hubris (London; New
York: Hurst; Norton 2019) was named one of the best
books of the year in the "Health" category by the Financial Times and an “Editor’s Choice” by the New York
Times. In June 2020 W. H. Allen published a revised
paperback edition under the new title The Pandemic
Century: A Global History of Contagion from Spanish
Flu to Covid-19. He is also author of The Fever Trail: In
Search of the Cure for Malaria (London: New York:
Macmillan; Farrar Straus and Giroux, 2001) and Living
With Enza: The Forgotten Story of Britain and the Great
Flu Pandemic of 1918 (Macmillan, 2008) which was
longlisted for the Royal Society science book of the year
in 2009.

the dead had to be content with brown ones [and] the
living were mostly abed”.
A good insight into how Victorians adjusted comes from
English social reformer and women's rights campaigner, Josephine Butler, who suffered recurrent bouts of
flu throughout the 1890s.
In December 1891, Butler complained of “a cough…
and a good deal of weakness”. In January 1892, she
told her son: “I don’t think I ever remember being so
weak, not even after the malaria fever at Genoa.” Six
months later, she suffered an attack of pneumonia and
pleurisy, leaving her the use of just one good lung.
Embracing the miasmatic theories, Butler wrote that the
Russian influenza had been conveyed to Britain on the
“northeast winds”. This suggested that closing doors
and shutting windows might be a safeguard. However,
others were convinced the disease was contagious and
that the best protection was ventilation and the disinfection of letters thought to harbour infectious particles.

In addition to his regular contributions to The Observer
and The Lancet, Honigsbaum has been published in
Medical History, the Social History of Medicine and the
History and Philosophy of the Life Sciences. Earlier in
his career he served as an investigative reporter and
feature writer at newspapers including the Evening
Standard, The Independent on Sunday, The Observer
and The Guardian. In 1996 he led an investigation for
Channel 4 Dispatches that exposed the role of MI6 and
Rolls Royce in re-arming the Argentine Navy in breach
of then British sanctions against the Galtieri regime in
Argentina. His reporting for The Guardian on the London suicide bombings on July 7, 2005, was the source
of a long-lived conspiracy theory that the bombings
were a staged event. His work also includes animations
for museums and web-based education platforms.

If the Russian flu was due to a coronavirus – and it is
an “if” – the Victorian experience does not augur well
for our present. Epidemiologists estimate that up to 60
per cent of the population was infected in the initial
phase between 1889 and 1892. But herd immunity
does not appear to have been reached, hence the recurrent waves of illness, marked by high mortality.
“You don’t get herd immunity with coronaviruses,” says
Paul Hunter, an epidemiologist at the University of East
Anglia. “When you combine that with the clinical evidence, the similarities between the Russian flu and
Covid-19 are striking.”

In 2018 he gave the Henry Cohen lecture in the history
of medicine at Liverpool Medical Institution. In 2020 he
delivered a Bynum Lecture in the history of medicine for
the Royal Society of Medicine.

Indeed, Butler was still complaining of Russian influenza at the turn of the century. She was not alone.
“Influenza has declined to move westward and become
almost a regular Christmas annual,” complained one
weary medical commentator in 1900. “A pair of blankets and a pillow, properly applied, still form a complete
protection against 99 attacks out of a hundred. But in
that hundredth case it will detect and advertise some
latent flaw, add the last straw… with fiendish ingenuity
and deadly effect.”
Mark Honigsbaum is author of The Pandemic Century:
A History of Global Contagion from the Spanish Flu to
Covid-19
(Penguin,
£16.99).
Buy
yours
at
books.telegraph.co.uk, or call 0844 871 1514
Mark Honigsbaum is a medical historian and journalist
specializing in the history and science of infectious disease. He is currently a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Journalism at City, University of London. Honigsbaum graduated from Oxford University in 1982
with a BA and MA in Politics, Philosophy and Economics, then in 1984 joined the National Council for the
Training of Journalists as a senior journalist. In 2011 he
was awarded a Doctor of Philosophy (History) from the
University of London. In 2013 he was awarded a postdoctoral research fellowship by the Wellcome Trust to
study the intellectual origins of disease ecology.
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ME/CFS and the 2021 NICE Guideline: a Q&A summary for Doctors
by Dr Nina Muirhead of Doctors with ME
Introduction
This summary has been written by
Dr Nina Muirhead, Surgeon and
Dermatologist, to inform doctors
about ME/CFS with particular emphasis on the recent, new, NICE
Guideline and its effect upon diagnosis and treatment. Dr Muirhead is
herself an ME/CFS sufferer.
What is ME/CFS?
ME/CFS is a chronic, complex, multi
-system biological illness with often
devastating consequences.
It can affect different aspects of life
both for people with ME/CFS and
their families and carers, including
activities of daily living, family life,
social life, emotional wellbeing, work
and education. It has a worse quality of life score than many other serious illnesses including cancer,
stroke, rheumatoid arthritis and MS.
ME/CFS is not psychosomatic, and
psychological therapies will not cure
the disease.
What are the symptoms of ME/
CFS?
The most important symptom of ME/
CFS is Post Exertional Malaise
(PEM). This is the exacerbation of
illness that results when a patient’s
energy limit is exceeded. Other
symptoms are:
* Debilitating fatigue that is worsened by activity, is not caused by
excessive cognitive, physical, emotional or social exertion, and is not
significantly relieved by rest.
* Unrefreshing sleep or sleep disturbance.
* Cognitive difficulties or 'brain fog'.
The following associated symptoms
can also be present.
* Orthostatic intolerance, autonomic
dysfunction, dizziness, palpitations,
fainting, nausea on standing or sitting upright from a reclining position.

* Temperature hypersensitivity resulting in profuse sweating, chills,
hot flushes, or feeling very cold.

found them to be universally of low
to very low quality. NICE states, “Do
not offer people with ME/CFS:

* Neuromuscular symptoms, including twitching and myoclonic jerks.

* Any therapy based on physical
activity or exercise as a cure for ME/
CFS.

* Flu-like symptoms, including sore
throat, tender glands, nausea, chills
or muscle aches.
* Intolerance to alcohol, or to certain
foods and chemicals.
* Heightened sensory sensitivities,
including to light, sound, touch, taste
and smell.
* Pain, including pain on touch, myalgia, headaches, eye pain, abdominal pain or joint pain without
acute redness, swelling or effusion.
How is ME/CFS diagnosed?
ME/CFS should be suspected when
the four main symptoms have been
present for six weeks in adults or
four weeks in children. Perform a
thorough workup to rule out other
causes. If no other causes are found
and symptoms are still present after
3 months, ME/CFS can be confirmed.
How do we treat ME/CFS?
There is no cure for ME/CFS. The
most important aspect of management is to learn to manage activities
to stay within the individual’s energy
limit and avoid triggering Post Exertional Malaise. Advise patients to
rest and pace as soon as the diagnosis is suspected. An occupational
therapist who understands ME/CFS
can be invaluable in teaching pacing
techniques and providing aids and
adaptations that help conserve energy.
What about exercise and CBT?
Given that PEM is the hallmark
symptom of ME/CFS, exercise can
be very harmful. NICE’s comprehensive review of all studies of Graded
Exercise Therapy (GET) and CBT
10

* Generalised physical activity or
exercise programmes – this includes programmes developed for
healthy people or people with other
illnesses.
* Any programme that uses fixed
incremental increases in physical
activity or exercise, for example
Graded Exercise Therapy.
* Physical activity programmes that
are based on deconditioning and
exercise avoidance theories as perpetuating ME/CFS.
* The Lightning Process, or therapies based on it.” CBT can at best
provide psychological support and
at worst contribute to harm by consuming precious energy or misinforming patients. It is not a cure and
NICE states that it must not assume
people have abnormal illness beliefs
and behaviours as an underlying
cause of their ME/CFS.
There is nothing we can do for
patients. Why diagnose ME/CFS
at all?
There is a lot we can do for patients,
as compassionate care can make a
huge difference to the patient experience. NICE recommends a patient
centred approach whereby patients
are given full control of their treatment goals and therapeutic choices.
It is important to make the diagnosis
of ME/CFS as:
* Not doing so would be discriminatory and unlawful.
* Patients deserve a diagnosis and
to be validated.
* It protects from inappropriate psychological or psychiatric labels.

* Diagnosis allows access to available support (financial, social, accommodations at the place of work or
education).
* Diagnosis is necessary for research.
* Treatments may become available
in the future.
So what DO we do, other than just
energy management?
1. Believe your patients
2. Learn about ME/CFS
Join Doctors with ME and make use
of the educational opportunities on
offer. Learn about the many symptoms of ME/CFS, how you may help
with them, and the common comorbidities that can be present, which
should be treated in their own right.
3. Provide symptomatic treatment
Do what you can to make your patients’ lives a little easier. Target the
most troublesome symptoms first.
When prescribing medications, start
low and go slow as ME/CFS patients are more susceptible to side
effects.
4. Be accessible
Provide telephone or video consultations and home visits for patients
who are unable to attend appointments. Respect patients’ hypersensitivities and allergies as this can
otherwise trigger Post Exertional
Malaise. Provide a named contact
so that patients know how to get
help when needed.
5. Support applications for financial support and social care
ME/CFS has been shown to be
more debilitating than many other
serious illnesses. Only a minority
are able to work and most of these
work part-time and have to sacrifice
social and other activities to sustain
the energy requirements of their
work. Therefore, access to any help
to which patients are entitled is very
important. The severely and very
severely affected patients may need

much practical help and social care.
6. Support accommodations at
work and in education
ME/CFS is a recognised disability
with rights to reasonable adjustments. Accommodations can include
modifications to the work environment, rest facilities, shorter working
hours, working from home and
transport or parking arrangements. In
many circumstances patients may be
entitled to assistance via the Access
to Work scheme to enable them to
continue doing their jobs.
For children and young people, consider education at home where required, making use of online resources, communication tools, home
schooling and flexible or hybrid arrangements, to provide equal access
to education as much as is possible.
ME/CFS is the single greatest cause
of long-term sickness absence in UK
schools, therefore solutions must be
found to minimise the impact of this
disease on educational attainment
and long-term outcomes.
7. Arrange nutritional
where required

support

Severely ill ME/CFS patients can
struggle to maintain their nutrition for
a variety of reasons, including muscle weakness or paralysis, difficulty
swallowing, nausea or abdominal
pain, food intolerances or allergies
and Mast Cell Activation Syndrome.
Screen for undiagnosed gastrointestinal disorders, such as Coeliac disease. Some patients need tube feeding. Be alert to this possibility and
refer early for nutritional assessment
and support to prevent deterioration
from preventable malnutrition.
8. Review regularly
At least annually, 6 monthly for children. Evaluate and investigate new
symptoms and change in symptoms
to determine if they are due to ME/
CFS or to another condition.
9. Refer for specialist care
ME/CFS specialist teams should in11

clude medically trained physicians,
GPs or Paediatricians, as well as
allied health care professionals specialising in ME/CFS.
For the full GP update see
https://doctorswith.me/nice-gpupdate/
Request for information from ME/
CFS patients
Dr Muirhead has drawn our attention to a point raised by NICE when
the new Guideline was being finalised. They have pointed out that
examples of good doctor practice
from the patient perspective would
be a positive step. Dr Muirhead has
therefore asked that ME/CFS patients let Doctors with ME know
about doctors who have been helpful to them.
She says “When was a doctor kind
and listened to you, signed your
forms or wrote a letter for your employer, occupational health, the
DWP, social services, school etc
When did they get you symptom
relief, and in what form? (eg drugs,
pacing, meditation)?
Were you diagnosed with POTS
(postural orthostatic tachycardia
syndrome) and if so were you prescribed medicine for it? Did your
doctor arrange for you to have a
wheelchair or other mobility aids?
What did they do to make a positive
difference to your life as a patient?”
Please write to Doctors with ME
about your experiences, whether
with your GP, with a ME/CFS clinic,
with a doctor at the ME Trust or
Doctors With ME, or with a private
practitioner like Willy Weir or Amolak Bansal. E-mail Dr Muirhead at
nina.muirhead@btinternet.com and
copy
it
to
reMEmber
at
me_cfs@hotmail.com
Thank you!

The Role of Autoantibodies in Illnesses like CFS/ME and
Possible Treatments
Berlin Cures
As one research body was tracking
down autoantibodies that affect the
blood vessel functioning in chronic fatigue syndrome (ME/CFS), a small German group called Berlin Cures was using a different assay to assess the same
autoantibodies in heart failure.
They had a drug called BC 007 that’s
able to bind to and neutralize autoantibodies that attach to the G-proteincoupled receptors (GPCRs). Their 2016
paper claimed their new approach was
easier and possibly more effective than
past treatments such as immunoadsorption that have been used to mop up
these autoantibodies.
Several papers were then published
which highlighted the new drug’s potential usefulness in what the authors
called the “functional autoantibody diseases” such as complex regional pain
syndrome, postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome, ME/CFS, and others.
The papers again asserted that other
means of removing these autoantibodies such as plasma exchange, immunoadsorption (which they agree can be
effective), intravenous IgG treatment
(IVIG), or Rituximab were either more
costly, less effective, or more toxic than
the BC 007 aptamer.
The BC 007 drug came to long COVID
circuitously. Originally created to neutralize autoantibodies in autoimmune
heart failure, the same autoantibodies
were subsequently found in glaucoma,
as well. When a patient with glaucoma
who just happened also to have long
COVID found that his long COVID
symptoms cleared up after a single
treatment of the BC 007 drug, the company looked deeper – and found one of
the GPCR autoantibodies in long
COVID.
Dr. Hohberger of the Erlangen Eye Clinic explained:
“Originally, I wanted to use it to help my
glaucoma patients. When we then saw
the results that arose from cooperation
projects on Long COVID, it was like
many small pieces of the puzzle that fit

together for us. It was quite conceivable that the long COVID symptoms
could also improve as a result. “
In November 2021 Berlin Cures published a successful case report of one
person with glaucoma. Since then, at
least two more people with long
COVID who have received the 75minute infusion of the drug have reported rapid results. (All three patients
were monitored in the hospital for three
days after receiving the drug.)
One of them, a cross-country skier and
former iron man participant (!) was
clearly in superb shape before getting
the whole, dreary long-COVID package. Months after the infection, he stated:
“I was completely disoriented and unfocused, I was just trying my best to
survive from one day to the next. I was
a shadow of my former self, a zombie.
I barely recognized myself.
I was no longer able to follow conversations, I couldn’t draft a presentation
or carry out negotiations and my colleagues had to help me with everything. At home, tackling the smallest
chores became a major challenge, and
for a while, I even needed at-home
help. Reading, pottering around in the
garden, or taking my dog for a walk
was basically all I could cope with. As
if that wasn’t enough, I was plagued by
financial worries, panic attacks, and
what I call emotional incontinence. I
was completely incapable of keeping
my emotions in check.”
The week following the injection, everything – his physical and cognitive
abilities and emotional balance returned.
The next long-COVID patient – also an
avid exerciser – was bedridden, experienced temporary bouts of paralysis,
could not follow conversations, etc.
She did not experience a complete
recovery but her symptoms improved
markedly.
The autoantibodies in question quickly
decreased after the treatment and
stayed that way for the next month.
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The improvements seemed to stick, as
well, lasting at least several months.
Small Blood Vessels in the Eyes
Affected
Berlin Cures believes the drug is soaking up autoantibodies that are interfering with the microcirculation. Led by Dr.
Hohberger, researchers have determined that blood flows to the eyes in
COVID-19 and long COVID are diminished even in patients without any visual problems. They’ve even been able to
identify the most impacted microvascular layer in the retina that’s been affected.
They reported:
“These results argue for a critical impairment of retinal microcirculation after
COVID-19 infection, accented in the
ICP, yet affecting additional adjacent
microvascular layers after even worse
COVID-19 infections.”
As others have, they proposed that the
SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus’s entry via
the ACE-2 receptor into the endothelial
cells was causing the problem – and
they cited sepsis as a possible model.
As the virus entered the cells, it
sparked a hypercoagulation response
which produced microclots. They also
hypothesized that the capillary damage
they’d seen in the eyes simply reflected
a massive disruption of the small blood
vessels across the body.
“We hypothesize that the severity of
capillary impairment after COVID-19
infection is mapped on retinal microcirculation.”
A recent review of “retinal microvasculopathy” (damage to the small
blood vessels in the eyes) due to
COVID-19 reported that despite the
numerous issues found (“cotton wool
spots”, micro-hemorrhages, and venous tortuosity), the problems found,
thus far, are mostly “subclinical”; i.e.
not causing impairments in vision.
Clinical Trial Soon to Get Underway
Word about the successes quickly got
around prompting Berlin Cures to state
that “Since our first therapeutic suc-

cesses became public, we have received countless inquiries from those
affected.” They stated that no further
attempts to use the drug to treat longCOVID will be made until a drug trial
has been completed.
Autoantibody coronavirus
Just as antibodies can block the coronavirus from entering a cell, autoantibodies can block the receptor that
opens the blood vessels from functioning properly.
Thankfully, the German government
stepped in to fund a small trial of BC
007 which led the researchers to report: “we now have the opportunity to
decisively advance our research in
this important area.”
Four groups – The Erlangen Eye Clinic, the Max Planck Institute, the Humboldt University in Berlin and the
Helmholtz Center in Munich – appear
to be working together to figure out
what’s what with the drug and long
COVID. The clinical trial will start in
2022 and is expected to last for the
next year and a half.
People with long Covid who are interested in the trial can contact Erlangen
University Hospital at recover.au@ukerlangen.de You’ll be contacted regarding trial eligibility, dates, etc.
Will the “German Miracle” Work for
ME/CFS?
The Gist
•Originally developed to treat autoimmune heart failure, the BC 007 drug
targets the same autoantibodies under question in ME/CFS, It also is
apparently easier and cheaper to administer than the immunoadsorption
technique that’s been trialled in ME/
CFS.
•When one of those autoantibodies
was found in a long-COVID patient
with glaucoma, the drug was tried –
and resulted in a long-COVID recovery. Since then, several other longCOVID patients have either rapidly
recovered or significantly improved,
and the recoveries appear to have
stuck for at least several months.
•The drug also cleared up microvascular damage in the retina of the eyes
and dramatically reduced the eleva-

tions of the autoantibodies in question.
The authors believe the microcirculatory
problems in the eyes may exist in the
rest of the body as well.
•The microvascular problems in the
eyes are intriguing as small fibre neuropathy has also been found in the eyes
of ME/CFS and FM patients, and small
fibre neuropathy can affect blood circulation.
•A small German clinical trial is assessing the effectiveness of BC 007 in
long COVID. German research groups
are also attempting to learn how BC
007 is doing what it’s doing in long
COVID.
•Other means of mopping up autoantibodies are available. Two small clinical
trials suggest that immunoadsorption
may be helpful in some people with ME/
CFS, and a group of mostly German
researchers has called for the use of
apheresis in ME/CFS.
In his “BC 007: Will the “German miracle” also work for ME/CFS?” paper, Dr.
Herbert Renz-Polster MD asked what
the drug may be doing, and if it might
work for ME/CFS and how to explain
the reportedly long-lasting effects of a
drug given just once for 75 minutes.
Dr. Renz-Polster suggested that increased brain blood flows may not only
cause a rapid improvement of brain
function but may be able to quickly
“abolish the inflammatory milieu which
may be at the root of the clonal B-cell
expansion and the Aab (autoantibody)
production.”
Alternatively, the increased blood flows
may be able to reset the sympathetic
nervous system, thus abolishing the
immune activation it had provoked. The
drug may also by restoring normal Ang
II activity, repair cardiovascular functioning, turn off inflammation, restore
brain functioning, and others. Plus,
there’s more! Check them out in Dr.
Renz-Polster’s paper. (Thanks to Dr
Renz-Polster, Brenden, Jutta, Fritz, and
others for links and information regarding BC 007.)
Deformed Red Blood Cells as Well?
An Erlangen research team from the
Max Planck Institute for Physics and
Medicine and the German Centre for
Immunotherapy has found evidence of
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deformed red blood cells that they believe are inhibiting oxygen supplies to
the tissues in long COVID.
Like Ron Davis, the Erlangen research
team has apparently developed their
own method – called “deformation cytometry” – to assess the red blood cells
in long-COVID patients. They hope to
produce a “fast, reliable and inexpensive” diagnostic technique” for long
COVID.
The red blood cell deformability finding
suggests the blood could be blocked
from reaching the tissues in multiple
ways (deformed red blood cells, narrowed blood vessels) in long COVID
and possibly ME/CFS. Given the degree of disability sometimes found in
these diseases, the possibility that multiple harms to the blood circulation system exist doesn’t seem surprising at all.
Whatever is happening is having a profound effect. One study, for instance,
found that ME/CFS is significantly more
functionally debilitating than heart failure, type II diabetes, or multiple sclerosis.
Whether or not the deformed red blood
cells are being affected by the autoantibodies isn’t clear, but it’s possible that
autoantibody-induced endothelial cell
dysfunction could be creating enough
inflammation and oxidative stress to
cause the damage. Ron Davis has
been digging deeper and deeper into
the deformed red blood cell issue in
ME/CFS and the Open Medicine Foundation recently announced a new grant
to study them.
Small Nerve Fibre Connection?
The microvascular retina findings bring
to mind the small fibre neuropathy
(small nerve fibre damage) findings
also found in the eyes of people with
ME/CFS and fibromyalgia. Like the
microvascular issues, the small fibre
neuropathy findings in the eyes don’t
seem to be causing much mischief.
Like the microvascular findings,
though, small fibre neuropathy findings
in the eyes and/or skin of fibromyalgia,
ME/CFS, POTS, and long-COVID patients have been suggested to reflect
system-wide issues.

“The new NICE Guidance on Chronic Fatigue Syndrome: more ideology than
science?” by the blogger Michael Tack
A rebuttal of Flottorp et al. on the
“New NICE guideline on chronic
fatigue syndrome: more ideology
than science?”
Flottorp and colleagues have published a commentary in the Lancet
in which they criticize the new NICE
guideline on myalgic encephalomyelitis/chronic
fatigue
syndrome
CFS). They argue that the guideline
development process “was not driven by science but by ideology”.
This blog post will examine each of
their arguments. The commentary in
question is:
Flottorp SA, Brurgberg KG, Fink P,
Knoop H, Wyller VBB. New NICE
guideline on chronic fatigue syndrome: more ideology than science? The Lancet. 2022; 399
(10325): 611-613.
First a little background for those
who are new to the story. The previous NICE guideline on ME/CFS,
published in 2007, recommended
rehabilitative treatments such as
graded exercise therapy (GET) and
cognitive behaviour therapy (CBT).
Both interventions try to extend patients’ perceived limits by gradually
increasing their activity level under
the guidance of a healthcare professional.
The current NICE guidance, however, no longer recommends GET and
CBT because it considers the evidence-base for both interventions to
be of low to very low quality. In surveys, ME/CFS patients also frequently report that these rehabilitative interventions do more harm
than good.
Patients often say they would very
much like to increase their activity
level, but that they only get worse
when they try. The latter phenomenon is often referred to as postexertional malaise (PEM), a marked
worsening of symptoms following

exertion.
Some of the authors of the letter in
the Lancet have conducted research
on GET or CBT for ME/CFS and believe that NICE is wrong for no longer recommending these treatments.
Let’s now take a look at their arguments.
Subjective outcomes
blinded trials

in

non-

The authors argue that, since a diagnosis of ME/CFS is based on subjective symptoms, these are also the
most valid endpoints in clinical trials.
The NICE guideline downgraded
trials on GET and CBT because subjective outcomes were used while
neither patients nor therapists could
be blinded to treatment allocation.
Flottorp et al. disagree with this judgment. They argue that “absence of
blinding and subjective outcomes is
common in studies of nonpharmacological interventions for
conditions without objective criteria,
but does not imply that all such studies are biased and should be downgraded.”
There are several problems with this
line of reasoning. Just because
something is common, doesn’t mean
it is reliable. Similarly, a lack of objective measurements of ME/CFS
doesn’t mean that subjective questionnaires suddenly become immune
to response bias. And as the
Cochrane handbook explains, “the
potential for bias cannot be ignored
even if the outcome assessor cannot
be blinded.”
The problem with non-blinded trials
is that participants know if they are
receiving the treatment that is being
tested or not. Patients who realize
they are getting an active intervention rather than the control might be
more optimistic about their health or
report symptoms according to what
14

they think will please the researchers.
The intervention itself may also
change how patients report their
symptoms. Booklets on GET and
CBT explained how these treatments would help them get better.
They told patients how their symptoms might not result from an occult
disease, but from more benign explanations such as deconditioning,
stress or anxiety. Therapists were
instructed to encourage optimism
and clarify that impairments were
reversible if patients committed to
treatment. All these factors might
have influenced how patients rated
the severity of their fatigue. That’s
why subjective outcomes are considered problematic as outcomes in
non-blinded treatment trials, compared to subjective measurements
taken outside the context of a clinical
trial.
This is all common knowledge. That
lack of blinding makes the use of
subjective outcomes problematic, is
explained in introductory textbooks.
It’s acknowledged as a source of
bias in guidelines on assessing evidence (such as the GRADE and
Cochrane handbooks), and in the
principles that both the FDA and
EMA
use
for
clinical
trials
(formulated at the International Conference on Harmonization, ICH).
Some quotes and references are
listed below for those interested.
Statement on blinding source
“In research there is a particular risk
of expectation influencing findings,
most obviously when there is some
subjectivity in assessment, leading
to biased results. Blinding patients to
the treatment they have received in
a controlled trial is particularly important when the response criteria
are subjective, such as alleviation of
pain, but less important for objective

criteria, such as death.” Day & Altman. BMJ Statistical Notes. Blinding
in clinical trials and other studies,
2000.
“The potential for bias cannot be ignored even if the outcome assessor
cannot be blinded.” Higgins et al.
Cochrane handbook, Version 6.2,
2021.
“A clinical trial should, ideally, have a
double-blind design in order to avoid
potential problems of bias during data
collection and assessment. In studies
where such a design is impossible,
other measures to reduce potential
bias are advocated.” Friedman et al.
Fundamentals of Clinical Trials. 2010.
“In single-blind or open-label trials
every effort should be made to minimize the various known sources of
bias and primary variables should be
as objective as possible.” ICH Topic E
9 Statistical Principles for Clinical Trials, 1998.
“Our results suggest that, as far as
possible, clinical and policy decisions
should not be based on trials in which
blinding is not feasible and outcome
measures are subjectively assessed.
Therefore, trials in which blinding is
not feasible should focus as far as
possible on objectively measured outcomes, and should aim to blind outcome assessors.” Savović et al. Influence of reported study design characteristics on intervention effect estimates from randomised controlled
trials: combined analysis of metaepidemiological studies. Health technology assessment. 2012;16(35):182.
“In a clinical trial where the blinding of
patients and care providers is not possible but no improvement is found for
an ‘objective outcome’ (eg, peak
flow), it seems reasonable to be less
confident in an improvement of a
‘subjective outcome’ (eg, quality of
life) as this may not be caused by the
intervention as such.” Moustgaard H,
Bello S, Miller FG, Hróbjartsson A.
Subjective and objective outcomes in
randomized clinical trials: definitions
differed in methods publications and

were often absent from trial reports.
Journal of clinical epidemiology.
2014 Dec 1;67(12):1327-34.
“Using subjective outcomes in an
open-label study undermines its
internal validity because it makes it
impossible to determine how much
of the reported effect is related to
the investigated treatment and how
much is related to various forms of
bias.” Wartolowska K, Beard D,
Carr A. Blinding in trials of interventional procedures is possible and
worthwhile.
F1000Research.
2017;6.
If blinding cannot be implemented, it
is usually recommended that researchers also use objective outcomes. Some trials on GET and
CBT did use some objective outcomes such as employment figures,
fitness tests, and activity levels but
these showed no consistent improvements.
Post-exertional malaise and case
definitions
Flottorp and colleagues criticize the
NICE guideline for making a “new
non-validated diagnostic definition
of CFS/ME, making post-exertional
malaise (PEM) a required criterion.”
They also criticize the NICE guideline committee for downgrading trials that did not require participants
to have PEM.
Old case definitions of ME/CFS focused almost solely on fatigue. This
wasn’t very helpful given that fatigue is present in almost all medical
conditions. Newer case definitions,
therefore, put more emphasis on
PEM, a worsening of symptoms
when patients exceed their energy
limit. Many experts consider this a
characteristic symptom of ME/CFS.
It isn’t the NICE Committee that
decided to make PEM a required
criterion. The Canadian Consensus
Criteria (2003), The Institute of
Medicine (IOM) definition (2015),
and the International Consensus
Criteria (2011) all require this
marked flare-up of symptoms following physical or mental activity. In
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fact, the description used in the previous NICE guideline also highlighted PEM as a key feature which, if
absent, requires diagnosis of ME/
CFS to be reconsidered.
Trials that used any of these case
definitions weren’t downgraded.
This only happened for trials that
used older case definitions such as
the Oxford (1991) and Fukuda
(1994) criteria that do not require
PEM. The NICE committee also
didn’t create a new case definition
out of the blue. They only slightly
tweaked the IOM definition that is in
use in the United States, for example by the Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
The longest follow-up
Flottorp and colleagues criticize the
Guideline Committee for extracting
trial outcomes at long-term followup. They argue that the Committee
failed to consider that at this point
some patients in the control group
might have crossed over to receive
GET or CBT.
The NICE Committee already responded to this criticism. It considered “long-term data of treatments
for ME/CFS to be more reflective of
real-world efficacy and more helpful
for decision making and implementation in clinical practice.”
The data from the largest and most
recent trials on GET and CBT, the
PACE, FINE, and GETSET trials, all
failed to find significant benefits of
the interventions at long-term followup. In the long run, patients in the
control group seem to perform just
as well. We highlighted this shortcoming in a previous blog post, but
it is often ignored in the literature. It
might suggest that initial improvements reported post-treatment are
due to response bias, rather than
genuine improvements in health.
What about the possibility that the
lack of differences between groups
at long-term follow-up is due to additional therapy received after the
trial ended? In both GETSET and
PACE, a sensitivity analysis showed

that this was unlikely. The authors
of GETSET for example, reported
that “there is no evidence that the
improvements observed in the
SMC group [the control group] were
due to them having received more
exposure to therapy than the GES
group [the intervention group] after
trial completion.” Similarly, in the
PACE trial the control group caught
up on the intervention group and
“there was some evidence from an
exploratory analysis that improvement after the 1 year trial final outcome was not associated with receipt of additional treatment with
CBT or GET.” In other words, at
long-term follow-up patients who
received GET or CBT seem to do
just as poorly as those who did not.
The Cochrane review as a starting point
Next argument. Flottorp and colleagues criticize the Guideline
Committee
for
not
including
Cochrane reviews on GET and
CBT. This is a rather strange argument because the trials used in
those reviews were also evaluated
by the NICE Committee. So, it is
unclear why the NICE Committee
should have included these.
The Cochrane review on CBT for
ME/CFS, for example, dates from
2008 and has not been updated
since. It has an editorial note explaining “it should not be used for
clinical decision making. The author
team is no longer available to maintain the review.”
One of the authors of the critique in
The Lancet, Kjetil Brurberg, was an
author of the Cochrane review on
GET for ME/CFS. So perhaps there
was some disappointment that
NICE did not use this review as a
starting point.
There were, however, good reasons not to. The review by Brurberg
and colleagues has repeatedly
been criticized for methodological
flaws. An internal review by
Cochrane indicated that some of

these criticisms were correct. Therefore, the review was remedied by an
amendment in 2019. Some problems,
however, required a full update with a
change of protocol. Therefore,
Cochrane decided to conduct a full
update of their review on GET for ME/
CFS with an entirely new author
team. This process was started in
2019 and is still ongoing. NICE did
not conduct their own data synthesis.
Another criticism made is that the
NICE Committee “did not conduct
their own data synthesis of clinical
trials.” This is also a bit peculiar because NICE has published hundreds
of pages full of GRADE tables and
meta-analyses.
We suspect Flottorp et al. are mainly
disappointed that NICE didn’t perform
the data synthesis as they would like
to see it done, namely by combining
as many GET and CBT trials as possible. This is the approach used by
the Cochrane review on GET by
Brurgberg and colleagues. It adds
more data so that a review can make
stronger conclusions.
But it can also make a review look
more impressive than it is. One problem with combining many studies is
that it results in high heterogeneity.
This signals that the trial design or
interventions differed too much to be
added into the same analysis, like
apples and oranges. The NICE review has therefore chosen to split up
these comparisons into interventions
that are more alike, an approach that
is similar to a 2015 review on ME/
CFS by a National Institutes of Health
Working Group in the US.
There are arguments for both approaches. In our view, it might be
best to simply read the trial reports
rather than reviews and metaanalyses as the latter are more subjective and biased than people often
think. The Committee was biased.
This brings us to the next point. According to Flottorp et al., the NICE
Committee was biased because
some members had previously expressed negative views about GET or
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CBT. They write: “we know from social media that some of the committee members and two of the three
expert witnesses had negative opinions regarding the interventions considered.”
What they do not mention is that
many of the other Committee members had previously expressed positive views of GET or CBT. These
included researchers that published
on GET/CBT (one member was for
example a co-author of the PACE
trial findings) or physicians that prescribed these treatments.
One could argue that such interests
form a greater bias than those resulting from what somebody posted on
social media. It’s not easy for a researcher to conclude that a trial they
worked on for many years is flawed,
or for a doctor to admit that the treatment they prescribed, is ineffective
or even harmful.
When the NICE Committee was
formed, many thought it was biased
in favour of supporters of GET and
CBT. Patients and patient organizations wrote to NICE to express their
discontent about this. It seems that
only after the first draft came out, did
proponents of GET and CBT claim
publicly that the Committee was biased in the other direction.
NICE did not listen to critiques
from the Royal Colleges.
Flottorp and colleagues also argue
that the NICE Committee didn’t listen
to the critical comments submitted
by the Royal Colleges. These comments, however, weren’t always well
drafted, and some favoured treatments based on pseudoscientific
principles such as neurolinguistic
processing. It is unclear how many
people proof read these submissions
within the colleges. NICE had good
reasons not to follow some of these
proposals.

More reasons to be cheerful.
by Philip Bedingham
Like most people I long for Covid to
be over, but there is no sign of it
ending any time soon. We are told
we must learn to live with it, but what
about those of us for whom getting
Covid would have significant effects
on our health? When those of us
with M.E. get an infection it tends to
drain us of the little energy we have.
In addition to which the stress of living in a time of pandemic in itself
drains us of energy.
However there is a silver lining to
these times; the attitude of health
professionals and the media towards
those of us with chronic fatigue appears to be changing. A significant
proportion of people with Covid are
left with long term symptoms, which
has been called Long Covid, and
often includes significant fatigue.
According to the UK Health Security
Agency (UKHSA), “around 2% of the
UK population have reported symptoms of Long Covid, such as fatigue,
shortness of breath and muscle or
joint pain.” Many of these people
were, like those of us with M.E.,
physically fit and active previously,
but are now left fatigued. While M.E.
and Long Covid are not the same
condition, there are common features, and as a result the medical
profession is currently taking more
interest in chronic fatigue, because
so many people with Long Covid are
experiencing chronic fatigue. Scientists are researching Long Covid and
as a result there is now more interest
in the causes of fatigue. At long last,
attitudes towards us are changing,

and the advice being given out to
people experiencing Long Covid in
how to manage their fatigue is refreshing and encouraging.
My teenage daughter contracted
Covid mid-October and has been
bed-ridden with Long Covid ever
since. As a result we have had telephone calls with health professionals
about how she should manage her
fatigue; her GP, an Occupational
Therapist and a Paediatrician. The
advice given has been very encouraging, because it has all been along
the lines of how to manage M.E. in
the best way, and we have not been
able to fault it. My wife took the
phone call from the OT, who works
with a number of GP practices in our
area. This OT said that she had an
interest in chronic fatigue pre-covid
and that she had a number of teenagers on her books who were suffering in a similar way. We wanted to
know what advice the OT would offer. The OT was surprised that we
were in full agreement with the advice she was giving. The OT emphasised the importance of not pushing
our daughter to do more, to pace
herself and to learn how to relax
properly. Our GP has been very supportive and has offered us a number
of phone calls to provide support
and advice. Following this I had a
phone call from a Paediatrician at
the Royal Alexandra Hospital. She
emphasised that it was important for
Anna not to push herself to do more
than she felt able and not to attempt
school work unless she felt well
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enough, and even then, only in very
short sessions. Our daughter loves
to read, but we were told it is important that she takes rest breaks
from reading and she needs to learn
to meditate and avoid stress as
much as possible. Other advice included having a plan for the day to
avoid stress, maintaining a routine
which includes relaxation time, and
delegating to others where possible
to avoid getting too tired. Our daughter was advised to keep a diary of
her activity for 1-2 weeks to identify
what makes her fatigue worse and
makes her feel unwell. She was also
advised to keep a little bit of activity
such as walking around her room for
1-2 minutes at a time and to try to be
as active as her fatigue allows.
In addition to all of this, in October
2021 NICE published its revised
guidelines to health professionals
about how to manage M.E. Gone is
the endorsement of Graded Exercise
and CBT for all patients with M.E.
While the guidelines are not perfect
they describe best practice, they are
an enormous step forward and they
mark a very significant change in the
advice given to health professionals.
“The times they are changing” and
at long last the changes are in a positive direction for our community.
There is much to give thanks for in
the midst of the pandemic. There is
hope for a significant change in the
way health professionals respond to
those of us with M.E.

Steph and Ray Trainer our intrepid Travellers are in Cyprus
LIFE IN CYPRUS
There are many reasons why people choose to live in Cyprus: the
natural beauty of the island, the
warm and friendly people, the low
cost of living among them. For
Brits, there are added advantages
of being relatively close to the UK,
driving on the left and the fact that
almost everyone here speaks English. However, for most people, it's
the mild and sunny climate that is a
deciding factor. We have spent a
total of several years here now, including the last 18 months. Last
winter was our first on the island
and we were fortunate that it was
the driest and mildest for many
years. This year, however, has
been a different story....
Following on from the hottest, driest
summer on record (we had no rain
in our part of the island for eight
months) we're having the worst
January weather for seven years:
very low temperatures, rain, sleet,
hail, snow on the high ground, thunderstorms and gale force winds.
There has been some warm sunshine in between but not enough for
our liking! To top it all, we had a 6.6
earthquake a couple weeks back.
Now that WAS scary, especially as
it occurred at 3.00 in the morning.
We awoke to feel the whole house
shaking underneath us. The epicentre was not far off the north west
coast making our little town of Polis
the nearest habitation. The last
time there was an event of this
magnitude was back in 1953 when
there was significant damage to
property and also some loss of life.
Not so this time, thank God.
Another big advantage to being
here at this particular time is the
way the Covid pandemic has been
handled. Being an island, it is easier
to protect, of course, but the Cypriot
government's reaction from the outset has been fast and uncompro-

mising. Initially, borders were closed
and a strict curfew enforced for several days while lockdown measures
were decided upon. These were
strict, with everything but essential
shops and businesses remaining
open and movement of people severely curtailed. Since then, these
restrictions have been gradually
eased, in line with other countries,
but the result is that total deaths remain at just over 700, an amazing
achievement when compared to other nations, including the UK. Nearly
all deaths here have been among
the elderly and/or those with underlying health issues. The recent Omicron variant brought another swift
response with many measures introduced for a short time, but now life
feels more or less back to normal or the new normal, at least. Face
masks are obligatory inside and out,
hand sanitising is actively encouraged and everyone is required to
show a digital SAFE PASS backed
up with ID to enter any indoor space.
'No Safe Pass, no entry' is the slogan being widely used. This is either
proof of double vaccination (with a
booster to be taken within a month of
being eligible), proof of a recent
Covid infection or a negative test
result no more than 3 days old. In
order to encourage people to get
jabbed, those who refuse are now
finding their freedom of movement
quite restricted and entry into certain
places being denied altogether. All
the above rules are actively and
strictly enforced with individual on
the spot fines of 300 euros for each
breach and fines of thousands of
euros for businesses who do not
comply. The police have powers to
stop individuals at random and people here do not argue with them!
Some may say the above infringe
personal freedoms but it is my opinion that drastic circumstances call for
firm controls for the greater good.
The results speak for themselves.
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So, as Spring looms, we're looking
forward to warmer weather, longer
days and hopefully lots of sunshine.
Meanwhile, the recent rains have
turned the countryside a vibrant
shade of green, the winter crops are
sprouting and the reservoirs are filling up in case of another long, dry
summer. Season by season, week
by week, day by day there is always
something new to see and rejoice in
and for that we are thankful to be
living in Aphrodite's birthplace!!
6.6-Magnitude Quake Hits Cyprus
A 6.6-magnitude quake hit off the
west coast of Cyprus early Tuesday,
the US Geological Survey said, but
there were no reports of casualties
or structural damage.
The strong and relatively shallow
quake at 0107 GMT was centred 48
kilometres (30 miles) west-northwest
of the town of Polis on the Mediterranean island, the USGS said.
The tremor was felt across Cyprus
and around the region with reports
from as far away as Turkey, Israel
and Lebanon, according to the
USGS.
It shook buildings in the capital Nicosia, 130 kilometres away, where
some residents went out into the
streets. “It was frightening. The
whole building was shaking endlessly,” one Nicosia resident told AFP. “I
thought it would never end.”
Cyprus police told AFP there were
no reports of injuries or serious
structural damage from the quake,
but it woke people across the island.
“It was a very strong earthquake,”
said Marinos Lambrou, the mayor of
Pegeia, a coastal town close to the
epicentre. “We are not used to such
earthquakes.
“The residents were scared, everyone woke up and they were frightened. We hope that there will be no

aftershocks. Fortunately there was
no damage, the situation is safe and
we didn’t register any wounded.”
Further away, in Limassol, Carol Bailey, a 61-year-old French teacher,
said: “We were in bed and it woke us
up — it really went on for a long
time.”
She said friends who live further
west told her it shook their building
and set the lights swinging, while the
inside of their fireplace “was making
a noise like a horror film”.
The European-Mediterranean Seismological Centre measured the tremor at 6.5 magnitude at a depth of 51
kilometres. Cyprus lies in a secondary earthquake-prone zone, but
tremors of such magnitude are uncommon. The biggest quake in recent years was a magnitude 6.8 in
1996, which killed two people in
Paphos, on the island’s west coast.
In 1953, a 6.3-magnitude quake
killed 40 people and destroyed hundreds of homes, mostly in the
Paphos region.
STEPHANIE TRAYNOR
Wed 16/02/2022 16:30
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LONG COVID/CFS/ME TREATMENT
From Dr Willy Weir

From CHEMIST Over The Counter
NIACIN 50 MG DAILY FIRST WEEK, THEN 100 MG DAILY FOR 3 MONTHS
VITAMIN C 500 MG X2 PER DAY FOR 3 MONTHS
VITAMIN D 2000 UNITS PER DAY FOR 3 MONTHS
ZINC 15 MG DAILY FOR 3 MONTHS
SELENIUM 50 micrograms PER DAY FOR 3 MONTHS
QUERCETIN 5OO MG PER DAY FOR 3 MONTHS

By prescription: if digestive symptoms present
NALCROM 200 MG X3 PER DAY BEFORE FOOD, FOR 3 MONTHS
FAMOTIDINE 40 MG X2 PER DAY FOR 3 MONTHS

POTS/ORTHOSTATIC INTOLERANCE (if present)
GLUCOSE/ELECTROLYTE MIXTURE WITH 500 MLS WATER WITH BREAKFAST. EITHER DIORALYTE (OTC
FROM CHEMIST) OR ST MARKS’ SOLUTION, RECIPE AVAILABLE ONLINE. FLUDROCORTISONE AS WELL,
BUT TRY THE ABOVE FIRST.
Pacing
Keep gently active but stay inside your energy envelope

Meditation technique
Twice per day morning and evening – before 7 pm

For an appointment with Dr Willy Weir at
10 Harley Street
London WIG 9PF
Phone 0207 467 8478
There maybe a wait at the moment
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My friend Charles Taylor, who has died aged 69 of a pulmonary embolism, was a barrister with a unique and combative
personality, drive and an appetite for learning and helping
others.
He was the driving force behind the establishment in the
1970s of Chichester Chambers (now Pallant Chambers, a set
enjoying many judicial appointments), which he developed
with single-mindedness and exceptional professional skill. As
a barrister he far preferred a contest where he could bring his
powers of oratory and cross-examination to bear, rather than
less rewarding pleas in mitigation.
He appeared in all courts, from magistrates’ to the House of
Lords, and was known for his courageous tenacity, not least
in pressing on with a line of argument against clear opposition from the bench, often resulting in surprising success, and
creation of case law.
Born to Leonard, a technical draughtsman, and Phyllis (nee
Emerson), a housewife, he was educated in Gerrards Cross,
and then at a secondary modern school in Bognor following
his father’s relocation. He learned Latin to a very high standard and proved that such an education was no barrier to a
very successful career.
Charles arrived at Hull University sporting bow ties, which,
although he soon set them aside, reappeared as something
of a trademark as he went on to train as a barrister and to do
his pupillage in Brighton. After being called to the bar in 1975
he worked out of chambers in London until settling in Chichester.

His remarkable intellect, exceptional breadth and depth of
knowledge, and ability to assimilate information were always
apparent in his work, although his delight in flexing his intellectual muscle was not always seen by others as an endearing
quality, and he never did manage to master the art of tact as
fully as might have benefited his career.
He stood, twice, as a Labour parliamentary candidate, in the
strongly Conservative seat of Arundel and South Downs. His
abiding sporting passion was tennis, which, despite a debilitating accident in 1994, he played to the end with a particularly
devastating and powerful serve. In retirement from 2013 he
continued to use his skills in assisting others, doing pro bono
legal work and fighting determinedly (with great personal effort
but no reward) for people who were otherwise unrepresented
or oppressed. He had great success and changed many lives
for the better.
Additionally he wrote a deeply considered book, The God Conclusion (2018), encouraging the reader to reawaken their personal sense of spiritual awareness and purpose. The work is
an impressive, readable piece, with extensive footnotes drawing on his own vast breadth of reading.
He is survived by his sons, Leo and Jack, their mother, Liz
(from whom he divorced in 2009), and his sister, Penny.
This obituary appeared in the Guardian and was written by
Nick Faulkner.
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Subscriptions/Donations to reMEmber

Annual membership subscriptions are due from 1st May 2022. The work of reMEmber continues,
and if you would like to continue sending a subscription or donation or both we will be very
pleased to receive it (£10 or more as a donation if you wish).

What to do next if you regularly pay by bankers order:

If you wish to continue donating there is nothing further for you to do.

If you wish to stop your subscription or donation please notify your bank as soon as possible,
otherwise they will deduct it on or after 1st May.

What to do next if you normally pay by cheque or postal order:

If you wish to continue donating please complete the form below and send it to us with your
cheque or postal order made payable to reMEmber at:

PO Box 1647, Hassocks, BN6 9GQ. Telephone 01273 831733

I enclose my donation to reMEmber of ……………………………………………….. for 2022/2023

Signed …………………………………………………. Date …………………………………………..

Name ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Address …………………………………………………………………………………………………….

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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